Oscillations in the angular distributions are established as a general feature of heavy-ion induced, few-nucleon transfer reactions at incident energies sufficiently above the Coulomb barrier. For proper Q-matching with incident and exiting energies well above the Coulomb barrier, the angular position of the most forward maxima In the differential cross section is characteristic of the transferred angular momentum. The threshold for such oscillations is particularly sensitive to the absorptive potential near the nuclear surface requiring potentials that are strongly absorbing in the nuclear interior but nearly transparent at the surface. Evidence also is presented for an energy dependent surface absorption. Certain anomalous cases where the oscillating cross sections are predicted to be out of phase with the data are discussed.
Introduction
Recent experimental studies (c.f. refs. ~ ) have indicated that large forward angle cross sections which oscillate as a function of angle are a general feature of heavy-ion induced, few-nucleon transfer reactions at incident energies sufficiently above the Coulomb barrier. This development has stimulated renewed experimental and theoretical activity in such measurements that previously had been considered by many as uninteresting. I should like to discuss some of the features of these angular distributions concentrating on the heavy-ion physics that can be learned from •such studies. Since most of the audience is familiar with the subject, I intend to outline only briefly the general features of such angular shapes, and then to discuss some of the recent data and what can be learned from it. Finally, perhaps I will be able to speak to some questions that were raised at our Brookhaven informal study on this subject last summer. I will use Brookhaven data to illustrate my points, but I wish to stress that similar data has been measured at many other European and American laboratories. Until recently such a semiclassleal description so had been applied only to L=0 or to the M=0 magnetic substatts for LJK) transfer. Even though such a model is qualitatively successful in describing the existence of oscillations, it fails to describe the richness of heavy-ion induced transfer phenomena. One improvement would be to extend such an approach to include Mi'O coaponents and to incorporate an expansion which is valid at small angles. Such a 17 18 description has been developed by Kahana, Bond, and Ch«6man ' ). I do not wish to discuss the details of such a description, since It has been-covered explicitly In a recent publication ) and in the talk of Kahana at the Nashville Conference on 18 Reactions Between Complex Nuclei ). Such a description, however, shows that .the partial cross section corresponding to the |M|«L magnetic substate will dominate over the |M|<L substates when: i) the reaction is well matched, i.e. when the localization in l space is the same for entrance and exit channels, and il) the Incident and exiting energies are well above the Coulomb barrier. For such cases, the angular position of the forward most peak is given by the first maximum in the Beasel function JuCt'c 0 + 1/2)0,] and satisfies the Inequality (M(Mf2)) 1/2 < U f° l/2 Such "L" or really M dependence Is observed In experimental measurements and repro*duced in the DWBA analysis ' ). 
DWBA analysis
Although the simple models are successful in describing the general features of heavy-ion induced transfer reactions, and are an aid in understanding the physics involved, the DWBA formalism still remains the main prescription in the analysis of such data. The remainder of this talk will be based on such an analysis. It already has been indicated that the energy dependence (see fig. 1 ) of the shape and magnitude of the Ca( C, C) Ca transition and the observed L dependence (see g.s. fig. 2 ) is reproduced in DWBA predictions.
The DWBA differential cross sections for single-nucleon transfer studies discussed were calculated using the finite-range DWBA code SRC of Baltz ). This code includes the effects of recoil in a proper Taylor series expansion ) keeping terns to second order. For single-nucleon transfer the predicted cross section for the reaction A(a,b)B is related to the stripping cross section through spectroscoplc •-M6-7* factors. . «** *• A value of tfce name licet la* cans cast N near one, therefor*, indicates agreeaeat between Measured awl predicted absolute cross sections. The two*awcleoA transfer version 22 ) of the finite rang* code RMC 23 ) was used to predict the "Vtlf 1 **}, 1 ***)**** and ^HgC^O, 1 *^2**! cross sections. Ibis code uses a Microscopic fora factor but does not include the effects of recall. The parameters, spectroscopic factor* and two-nucleon spectroscoplc eaplitudes used in these calculations are tabulated In the appendix.
Sensitivity to optical potentials
The '*space localisation of the heavy* ton induced transfer aaplttMd* is • ctttt* quence of the decay of the radial fora factor affecting the fall off toward higher ' and the absorptive effects of the ion-Ion optical potential governing the decay toward lower ''a. The phase in the region of the ' window also i* quite sensitive to the nuclear absorption. For larger V* the phases will be identical to Couloab phases. Wear the I window the phases will deviate front the Coulee* phase (for energies above the Couloab harrier) as the effects of the real nuclear potential becoa* iaportant. However as-the absorption Increases the effects off the nuclear potential will decrease (see e.g. figs. 19 and 21). It, therefore, ia not surprise ing that the details of the imaginary potential near the nuclear aurface are ieaortaat * for transfer reactions.
Angular distribution shape* with very large forward pcake and a well foraed "bell-shaped" peak at the "grazing" angle are particularly sensitive to the details 
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In figs. 10 and 11 the differential, and total calculated cross sections for Che 40 13 14 39 Ca( C, N) K ground-state.transition at an incident energy of 40 HeV is shown -20- . 10 ). The forward-angle cross section, however, starts to decrease relative to the "grazing" peak cross section for radial cutoffs between 7.5 and 8.0 fm and has nearly disappeared after R = 8.5 fm. Therefore the large forward peak seems to have its origin at CO radii inside the Rutherford radius, suggesting that this peak is connected to contributions from the opposite side of the nucleus that is either diffracted or refracted around the nucleus. where T is the transmission coefficient as calculated using the optical uodel code «> 208 ABACUS* 0 ). The results of a preliminary analysis for Pb are given in fig. 16 . The ' .,. are obtained assuming that the partial cross sections for large £'s are all quasielastic and a sharp division in I space between quasielastic and other processes. It is seen for the system studied in this energy region that the quasielastic cross sections are sufficiently large to account for the cross sections of the surface partial waves. Such a division between quasielastic and other more violent processes in i-space is consistent with a difference in the radial dependence of the absorption near the nuclear surface and in the nuclear interior. I window (see fig. 21 ). A shoulder is observed in the t dependence of f for the lower energy data, but a sharp peak develops at higher energies. The peak lu is correlated in f with a minimum observed in the amplitudes B*T ; therefore It has been 33 34 associated ) with a zero in the transfer amplitude at a Ronphysical value of «.he angular stoocntum not far fro* a physical angular aoacntun. Slnilar behavior also has been observed in calculations based on weakly absorbing potentials for several other An U It, to 43 14 Ij 49 I reactions, e.g..
By using surface transparent potentials (set 1 of table Al) it also has been

the variation of the normalization with energy is removed between 33 and 60 MeV. Such an energy dependence also is consistent with the surface absorption needed to reproduce the shape of the single-nucleon transfer angular distributions for 60 MtV 0 incident on Mg. The normalisation between experimental and calculated cross sections for the 128-MeV data ia Increased by the energy dependent absorption; however, it still is a factor of ~ 3.5 less than that of the lower energy data. This Is not surprising, since the recoil corrections, which arc not included in the present two-nucleon transfer calculations, are expected to vary considerably between 60 and 128 MeV.
Using such potentials the absolute experimental Mg( 0, C) Si ground state cross section is under predicted by a factor of -130 (see table 2). It Is known ) that a proper treatment of recoil increases the calculated crosa section for this transition at 45 MeV incllent energy. This is In contrast to a predicted ) decrease in the 6Z
Ca< C, N) K % and Ca( H, C> Sc ). The anoMlous phase changes arc reduced by increasing the diffusivity in the volume absorption • " • Lower cutoffs in the radial integration indicate that these anomalous phase changes
•re associated with a radius near chat of the rapid increase in absorption. They, therefore. May be the result of some sort of a reflection phenoaena associated with the sharp increase In the absorption. Calculations with the more standard Woods-Saxon imaginary geoMecry having a relatively large diffusivity, e.g., the 4S Ca( 1 S, l3 C) 49 Sc m transition ) at SO HeV ineUVnt energy, do in some cases show similar rapid changes in phase. The effect of such an anomaly on the cross section is not large. In fig.22 the calculated angular distribution that was shown with the 60 MeV 
or a progression of changes between correct two-proton and single-proton transfer
The amplitudes and phase derivatives are shown in fig. 25  as a function of t corresponding to the various curves shown in fig. 24 . The change In the angular shape produced by changing the form factor in two-nuclfeon transfer to thar of a single proton having the same binding as one of the protons in the two Fig. 30 . Plot of the total cross section as a function of varvine Q-value for the reaction 40 Ca( iJ C, I ' 4 N) 39 K at an incident energy of 68 MeV and assuming the configuration of the 3 'K ground state. The proper Q-value for the transition to the ground state of 39 K is indicated by Q . The bound state well depths were adjusted to give the transferred nucleon the proper binding energy. Ref. 22 ).
Determined
Ref. 37 ). 
